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Our plan for today

Model some materials that have a green 

focus

Discuss the principles & process

underpinning the writing of the 

materials

Consider pros & cons of writing about 

sustainability

Share experiences & attitudes

Draw some conclusions



Modelling some materials



Modelling some materials

As you observe the mini-lesson, put your materials 
writer cap on and think about:

staging 

task design 

interaction

target language

other skills being developed



What 

are the 

3 Rs?



What 

are the 

3 Rs?



"Sock puppet" by 

lisaclarke is licensed 

under CC BY-ND 2.0









https://eltfootprint.org/language-teaching-for-the-planet-a-

new-course-for-lessons-about-a-sustainable-future/

https://eltfootprint.org/language-teaching-for-the-planet-a-new-course-for-lessons-about-a-sustainable-future/


Discussing principles & process…

Think back over the mini-lesson, what were the underlying 

principles?  Use the areas below to help you. 

staging 

task design 

interaction

target language



Behind the scenes 

Main principles setting out: 

1 To keep things as simple as possible in terms of tasks 

and worksheet design (and workload for me)

2 To come up with a LP (and materials) I knew would 

work (because it’s tried and tested)

3 To have clear language learning objectives in mind (S 

and R skills/question forms/ communication, etc.)



Behind the scenes 

Some other principles emerged in retrospect

1 The materials are personalised

2 The materials are scaffolded and language production 

is modelled and supported

3 The materials follow a logical sequence

4 The materials are engaging



Discussing principles & process…

Think about the process. Look at the first and last steps. 

What did I do in between?

I started writing the ‘Find someone who’ worksheet.

I realised some language might be new.

… ?

… ? 

... ?

I imagined myself using the materials.

I wrote T instructions using a low level of English.



What are the pros and 

cons of including 

sustainability as a topic 

in our materials? 

Considering pros & cons



Why not?

I’m not an expert in environmental issues.

It’s boring and unappealing.

Students have too many ‘environment-focused’ lessons already.

Teachers are too busy to design green activities.

Students with a low level can’t cope with controversial issues.

I don’t like asking students to talk about the bad behaviour of 

humans. 

Owain Llewelyn, ELT Sustainable (eltsustainable.org) 



Sharing experiences & attitudes

Have you ever created materials with a green focus?

Do you feel you have the skills to create materials with 

a green focus?

How likely are you to create some materials with a 

green focus on a scale from one to ten? 

Do you feel equipped to write materials with a 

sustainability focus?

What obstacles (if any) might prevent you from creating 

materials with a green focus?



Drawing conclusions

it doesn’t need to be complicated

you don’t need to be a subject expert

making connections with the local context is key

integrating rather than isolating (green touches)

eco-literacy is going to be the next big thing - we need 

to be prepared for it 



Final word 



eltfootprint.org  @eltfootprint #eltfootprint

facebook.com/groups/eltfootprint/

If you want to find out more, 

head over to …



Thank you!


